


The idea is only the beginning. 
For the implementation 
to succeed, a long team effort 
is needed. Development, 
production, marketing, sales. 
These are all parts of our journey. 
We believe that ideas make 
products..



Ideas Make Products
The inner craving to solve a problem. Not to copy others, not to follow 
trends but instead to offer our own perspective. That is the idea. 
We perceive design as the manifestation of a concrete solution.   

Ideas Make Products
To accept responsibility for the implementation. This is the most important 
precondition for an idea not to end up merely on paper or in our head. That 
is why we produce ideas ourselves in the first place.



Ideas Make Products
Be it furniture or railway stations, the final product must be the transformation 
of vision into something tangible, its materialization. The final product must not 
serve its own purposes but respect the context. It speaks for its creators.

Moja Nestbox Camper



Biketower Beat



LevaNoba digi



Production area
The premises of Egoé at Bílovice 519. The place where our ideas are born 
and products created.  Comprehensive facilities for everything our team 
of 340 employees do. Here we are at home.     

Sustainability
We prefer renewable sources, use heat recovery ventilation, retain water. 
We do not see leftovers as waste but an opportunity to create other products. 
We strive not to burden the environment, not to produce at the costs of nature. 
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Our presence
We are a Czech company but feel at home abroad as well. Our subsidiaries 
can be found in Poland, Germany, Slovakia or even North America. We have 
delivered our products to more than 20 countries.  

Our branches

Laso

BratislavaBílovice, Prague Mazancowice, Warsaw

Nuremberg Denver Vancouver



Communication
To show what, how and where we do it. This was the reason why we started 
our WiFič VEN! outdoor festival. In addition, we publish our own Magazín 519 
where we explain why we keep beating our own paths. 

Harvests of Design
100% functionality and adequate aesthetics. This is what quality 
industrial design looks like. The exhibition Harvests of Design aims 
to highlight its importance, analyse the current situation and show 
good examples. 



Barka Havířov
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egoe.eu


